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Along my career, I have been asked several times “how should I approach an agent or 

publisher” or I have observed the disappointment before not getting any response from them. 

Well, I have as well noticed the same mistakes repeatedly, so I assume this blueprint will help 

some people to put some things together. 

Let us get into it.  

1. Do not write a generic letter to everyone. Avoid the “To whom it may concern...”  

 

Alright, I know sending fifty emails, all of them addressed to someone specific feels like 

boring to death. Well, it’s not necessary but ESSENTIAL. That is, agents are going to 

feel more interested by your email if it is directly sent to their attention.  

 

It’s better off to send three proper emails a day than thirty poorly composed, which 

won’t get any response. Anyways it is a process that can take time. Take it easy, one 

bite at a time. 

 

See the difference. When you receive an email from an email address you don’t know, 

if in the subject doesn’t say something that sounds familiar to you, you’re going to 

drop it right into the SPAM folder, right?  

 

Well, they open the email because they HAVE TO read all the emails they get, but if in 

the first two or three lines they do not see something interesting OR see the sender is 

interested enough in them as to look for who they are before contacting them, then 

your email it is going to the bin. 

 

Once you have the name of the agent you want to contact, your email should start 

with something like: 

 

Subject: Query to the attention of Ms/Mr... 

Body: Dear Mr/Ms... 

 

So, roll up your sleeves and jump into STEP ONE: Know who you are contacting, so 

you look professional enough as to take seriously your research for an agent.  

 

2. Accurate research: Spread sheets are your friends!! 

 

This step holds hands with the prior one.  

My personal advice is, first off, create a spread sheet to keep track of all the agents 

you have contacted. Something like this: 

 



 
This way, you will have perfect control over your process of searching for an agent. 

 

Also, when you look for agencies or agents, remember to look for agents in your 

specific genre. It seems obvious, but you’d be surprised at how many people just bulk 

send emails to anyone, thinking someone will just be hooked.  

 

I’m sorry, but it doesn’t work like this. You’re not fishing with a net; you’re fishing with 

a harpoon. So, you better aim properly at your target. 

 

3. Define your book properly 

 

 
 

Although it seems shocking, many authors do not know where to place their book. Is it 

paranormal romance? Dark thriller? Dark fantasy? Horror? Plain thriller? Middle grade 

children’s book? Preschool? 

 



Well, this is a subject you need to get straight. Sometimes the problem is authors 

don’t know what exact features describe these genres. And that is okay! Don’t worry, 

you’re a writer, not a philologist. Just run a good research. 

 

Then, make a list of the features your book applies to, and the genre that piles up 

more of them, there you go, your genre. And stick to it. 

 

4. Use proper grammar and syntax 

 

Many authors need editors to fix their manuscripts, because their genius and plot 

ideas are brilliant, but sadly, their grammar is not.  

 

Well, despair not. There are plenty of software platforms that can correct 90% of your 

grammar and even syntax problems.  

 

I have no interest whatsoever in you using it, but I must recommend grammarly.com, 

since it’s an AMAZING editor.  

 

 

Figure 1www.grammarly.com 

 

Ah, and it’s free *wink* 

They are not going to take you seriously if your query email or letter is full of typos, 

obviously. Look professional and polished, and more doors will open for you. 

 

5. What should your query email say? 

 

Ah, my friend. This is our bottom line.  

Firstly, it needs STRUCTURE. Don’t start rumbling. They’re not your beer mate, they 

are very busy professional people who won’t laugh at your jokes or have patience 

throughout a nonsense email.  

 

So, know your content. 

  



There are parts of this email that will surprise you, because I bet you had not thought 

of adding.  

 

My opinion and advice upon my experience is that, after checking on their submission 

guidelines, your email should have a structure like: 

 

• Salutation 

• Introduction / presentation 

Here, add a couple of lines telling them why you chose them. 

“I have checked your website and I think my work fits with your philosophy.” 

• A tagline summarising your book (the main idea) 

• A synopsis for the readers (with no spoilers) 

• A synopsis for the agent (detailed and longer) 

• A paragraph telling them why your book is different from others in the genre. 

Look for that element that pops up in your book. They are used to read 

hundreds of emails and at the end, they all seem the same. Let them know 

why yours is special.  

• What you can do to market your book. Yes, you read well. If you have a 

marketing strategy before your book, they see you are kind of a consolidated 

author and that you take your work seriously. They also know they already 

would have a push on promoting your book, so they will pay close attention to 

you if you add this section in your email. 

• A proper goodbye, inviting them to ask for further information or an ARC of 

the book. 

 

Everything in the email body or attachments? Ah, that’s the question. If in their 

guidelines there’s no specific mandate about NO ATTACHMENTS, I would send an 

attachment, because it’s a document you can just attach to your emails.  

 

Sending your eBook along with the email? I’m normally in the side of protecting the 

authors, who I consider so poorly taken care of. I would not send an ebook if they 

don’t ask for it, because at the end, that is your work of years hanging in an empty 

space where you might not receive an answer from.  

 

Protect and trust your work. They might have some prestige and position into the 

literary world, but that doesn’t mean you have no value or that you’re underneath 

them.  

 

Ah, and this goes for reviewers too. If you reach out reviewers to get reviews on 

Amazon or Goodreads, do not send your book until asked for it. Don’t waste your work 

and time.  

 

6. Be polite, but confident 

 

Don’t walk in circles, don’t hesitate.  

 

“I just wanted to...” 

“Perhaps you could...” 



 

Be in control of your speech and show off that confidence of yours. If you doubt of 

your own work, why should others believe in it? *wink* 

 

7. Touching base?  

 

Well, my philosophy is... why not? If you created the spread sheet and you keep 

proper track of the people you have contacted, then why not sending a second email 

asking if they had the chance to check on the first one? 

 

Honestly, if they are already ignoring you, what could you lose? Sometimes 

perseverance is the key. Perhaps they will pay attention to you because of it. Who 

knows! 

 

8. Ask away! 

 

Hey, I am here to help. That’s my job. *wink* If you have any question, doubt or want 

to jump on the TBM digital marketing ship, just reach out. I DO answer! 

 

I’m Mar Garcia, head of PR and digital marketing dept. at TBM, and it’s been a pleasure 

to spend this time with you.  

 

Reach out!  

 

 

tbm.horrordigitalmarketing@gmail.com 

tbmhorrordigital.marketing 

 

Check out our horror brand! TBM Horror Experts 

Twitter https://twitter.com/theboldmom/ 

Facebook www.facebook.com/tbmhorror 

Instagram www.instagram.com/tbmhorror/  
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